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Discovery then Discovery 1 or Discovery I , when determined that a second one was needed ,
was a manned American spacecraft designed specifically for Project Jupiter [1] in Arthur C.
Discovery was named after Captain Robert Scott's ship, Discovery , launched in Discovery was
made for Project Jupiter c. It is m in length. Its propulsion system is powered by a
nuclear-powered magnetoplasmadynamic drive. A supercomputer, designed by
Sivasubramanian Chandrasegarampillai , was also onboard, known as HAL , installed in a
logistics and memory center that is off-limits to the crew. The flight-crew consisted of five
astronauts, with three Hunter, Whitehead and Kaminsky in cryogenic hibernation while en-route.
An onboard supercomputer called HAL assists in maintaining ship functions. Their days are
highly structured to ensure the continued success of the mission and to make sure that nothing
goes wrong. Poole is also killed on active duty, and Bowman goes missing from the Discovery.
Heywood Floyd is forced [2] to resign. Construction of Discovery 2 went under way after This
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Universal Conquest Wiki. FandomShop Newsletter GalaxyQuest. The ship is a nuclear-powered
interplanetary spaceship, crewed by two men and controlled by the AI on-board computer HAL
The ship is destroyed in the second novel and makes no further appearances. Clarke and
Kubrick developed the first novel and film in parallel, but there were some differences to suit the
different media. Kubrick dropped the cooling fins of the ship, fearing they would be interpreted
as wings. The itinerary of Discovery One in the book is from Earth orbit via gravitational
slingshot around Jupiter to Saturn and parking orbit around the moon Iapetus. Kubrick changed
this to the simpler Earth to Jupiter's moon Europa. For the film, Kubrick built an exceptionally
large model of the ship so that focus changes did not give away the true small size to the
audience. He also built a large, expensive, rotating carousel for the artificial gravity scenes.
Clarke and the film of the same name produced and directed by Stanley Kubrick. The book and
the film were developed in parallel in a collaboration between Clarke and Kubrick. Despite this,
the novelized and filmed appearances of the craft differ. Clarke based the design on ideas that
were, or he believed were, scientifically feasible. He gave the ship a hypothetical thermonuclear
propulsion system and added huge cooling fins to radiate away the excess heat produced. In
the film, Kubrick removed the fins because he thought that the audience might interpret them as
wings giving the spacecraft the ability to fly through an atmosphere. In the book, Clarke says
the fins "looked like the wings of some vast dragonfly" and that they gave the ship a "fleeting
resemblance to an old-time sailing-ship". Early in the development of the movie, Clarke and
Kubrick considered having the Discovery powered by an Orion type nuclear pulse propulsion
system. Kubrick quickly decided against it, both because showing the ship accelerate by a
'putt-putt' method might be "too comic" for film, and because it might be seen as him having
embraced nuclear weapons after his previous film, Dr. Clarke used to visit this ship when it was
moored in London. This created the impression that the actors were walking up the walls of the
set, while in fact, the actors remained at the bottom. The same technique was used for the Aries
Moon shuttle scenes. This was not an entirely new idea; in the Royal Wedding a similar
arrangement allowed Fred Astaire to apparently dance up the walls and along the ceiling of his
hotel room. Clarke believed that the ability to transfer between zero-g and artificial gravity areas
of a spaceship would be easily learnt by astronauts, and this is how Kubrick portrayed it in the
film. However, expert opinion is that this would be somewhat more difficult to achieve,
particularly due to the Coriolis force. The experiments found that the subjects took three to four
days to overcome motion sickness and balance issues. Two models for filming were made, one
foot 4. The scale of the models, compared to many other productions, was unusually large. This
was due to the need to keep the whole ship in focus for the shots, something which could not
be done on smaller or tabletop models. With a smaller model, the camera needs to be brought in
closer, and the change in focus across the model would betray the true size of the object.
Because of the lack of aerodynamic design and its immense size, the Discovery One was
assembled in and launched from orbit. As described in the novel, the Discovery One was
originally intended to survey the Jovian system , but its mission was changed to go to Saturn
and investigate the destination of the signal from the black monolith found at the crater Tycho.
As a result, the mission became a one-way trip to Saturn and its moon Iapetus. In the filmed
telling, the destination remains Jupiter. After investigating alien artifacts at Saturn and Iapetus,
the preliminary plan is for all five members of the crew to enter suspended animation for an
indefinite period of time. Eventually, it was intended that the much larger and more powerful
Discovery Two not yet completed would travel to Iapetus and return with everyone in
hibernation. The ship's carousel is a spinning band of deck, mounted inside the crew
compartment, using centrifugal force to simulate the effects of gravity and is the primary living
and work area. The three hibernating astronauts are also located here. Areas outside the
carousel, are micro-g environments where the crew members use Velcro shoes to attach

themselves to the floor. Piloting, navigation , and other tasks take place in these areas. There is
also a pod bay, where three one-man repair and inspection craft are kept, and the spaceship's
primary HAL mainframe computer. In the book, IBM predicted that computer development would
be advanced to such an extent that the mission could be undertaken with all the astronauts
placed in hibernation. It was said to be desired, however, that regular communications be
maintained throughout the voyage between the pilot and copilot and mission control back on
Earth. During communication, an account is taken of the elapsed time for electromagnetic
waves crossing space between the spaceship and the Earth. For example, Poole is depicted
watching a pre-recorded birthday message from his family, rather than interacting with them in
real-time. Such a conversation is not possible because messages take over 30 minutes to
transmit between Jupiter and Earth. Naturally, this time would depend on the relative positions
of the bodies in the Solar System at any given moment. After the malfunction of HAL, Bowman
deactivated the computer, thus effectively isolating himself on board the Discovery. The novel
is basically the same with Discovery in orbit around Saturn's moon Iapetus instead. In both
versions, Bowman leaves Discovery to examine the monolith and is taken inside it. The novel
and movie Odyssey Two follows the A Space Odyssey movie ending rather than the novel. After
finding out that Discovery ' s orbit is failing, a joint Soviet-US mission including Heywood Floyd
travels to Jupiter aboard the spacecraft Alexei Leonov to intercept and board Discovery
believing that it harbours many of the answers to the mysteries surrounding the mission.
Leonov docks with Discovery , reactivates the on-board systems, and stabilizes its orbit. Hal's
creator, Dr. Chandra, is sent to reactivate the HAL computer and gather any data he can
regarding the previous mission. Later on, an apparition of Dave Bowman appears, warning
Floyd that Leonov must leave Jupiter within two days. Floyd asks what will happen at that time,
and Bowman replies, 'Something wonderful'. Floyd has difficulty convincing the rest of the
crew, at first, but a dark spot on Jupiter begins to form and starts growing. HAL's telescope
reveals that the "Great Black Spot" is, in fact, a vast population of monoliths increasing at a
geometric rate. The film accelerates the pace from the novel, both shortening Bowman's
deadline from fifteen days, and making the spot grow faster. Initially, it was planned to inject
Discovery on an Earth-bound trajectory though it would not arrive for some years ; however,
when faced with Bowman's warning, the Leonov crew devises a plan to use Discovery as a '
booster rocket ', enabling them to return to Earth ahead of schedule, but leaving Discovery in an
elliptical orbit of Jupiter. The crew worries that Hal will have the same neuroses on discovering
that he will be abandoned, and Chandra convinces HAL that the human crew is in danger and
must leave. After detaching itself from Discovery , Leonov makes a hasty exit from the Jupiter
system, just in time to witness the Monoliths engulf Jupiter. Through a mechanism that the
novel only partially explains, these monoliths increase Jupiter's density until the planet
achieves nuclear fusion , becoming a small star. The new star, which Earth eventually dubs "
Lucifer ", destroys Discovery. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article needs
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the Discovery Series II. Overview Overview Most Popular. Starting MSRP. Drivetrain Drivetrain
full time 4WD yes Transmission 4-speed automatic Center locking differential yes Drive type
Four wheel drive descent control yes hi-lo gear selection yes mechanical center differential yes.
Fuel tank capacity Engine Engine Torque lb-ft rpm Base engine size 4. Power Feature Power
Feature Power mirrors yes 2 one-touch power windows yes remote keyless power door locks
yes Heated mirrors yes. Instrumentation Instrumentation low fuel level warning yes clock yes
compass yes external temperature display yes tachometer yes. Driver seat with manual
adjustable lumbar support yes leather yes. Rear leg room Rear shoulder room Dimensions
Dimensions Length Maximum towing capacity lbs. Curb weight lbs. Gross weight lbs. Ground
clearance 8. Height Maximum payload lbs. Wheel base in. Width Sponsored cars related to the
Discovery Series II. Warranty Warranty Basic 4 yr. Drivetrain 4 yr. Rust 6 yr. Roadside 4 yr. Sign
Up. Bahama Beige Lightstone Smokestone Gray. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has

been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

